Abstract: Pinning control techniques have been effectively applied for the synchronization of complex networks. In this work we proposed two different hybrid pinning control strategies that guarantee not only the synchronization of the entire network but the synchronization onto a known desired solution.
INTRODUCTION
A great variety of complex systems can be modeled as networks of interconnected dynamical agents (nodes of the network), which are nonlinear dynamical system, communicating via a communication protocol defined on the network edges that can themselves form complex topologies. Researchers in different areas of applied science and engineering have been addressing the problem of studying how the network topology and the communication protocols between agents determine the way the complex network perform a certain function. Examples include rendezvous and flocking problems in robotics [1] [2] [3] [4] , synchronization of sensor networks [5] , consensus and multi-agent coordination problems in control theory [6] [7] [8] , the emergence of coordinated motion in animal behavior and systems biology (see for instance [9] [10] [11] ).
Coordinated motion, consensus, and synchronization are the keywords of the examples cited above; that is because synchronization is a typical collective behavior in nature and technology. Since the pioneering work of Pecora and Carroll [12] , chaos control and synchronization have received a great deal of attention; in particular, much research attention has been focused on synchronization [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] and consensus of complex networks [7, [20] [21] [22] . The idea consists in finding strategies to regulate the behavior of large ensembles of interacting agents so as to make all systems in the network evolve towards the same asymptotic evolution which, in general, is unknown a priori [23, 24] . The first attempts to solve this problem assumed diffusive coupling between identical nonlinear systems with each of the nodes in the network taking the forṁ x i (t) = f (x i (t), t)− j∈Ni σ ij Γ(H(x i (t))−H(x j (t))), (1) with x i (t) being the state vector of node i; f (x i (t), t) the vector field describing the node dynamics; Γ is the inner coupling matrix; and H is the coupling function that for diffusive coupling is defined as H(x) = x; N i is the set of neighbors of node i, that is, the set of nodes directly connected to node i. Parameter σ ij is the coupling strength between connected nodes i and j assumed to be σ ij = σ for any i and j, with σ being though an unique global coupling strength between nodes assumed to be constant and time-invariant. Given the node dynamics, the problem then becomes that of finding, for what range of the values of σ the network synchronizes. Such problem termed as the synchronizability problem has been solved mainly by using the so-called Master Stability function approach (firstly introduced in [25] ).
However, in the case where the whole network cannot synchronize by itself, or neither by adjusting its coupling strength, some controllers may be designed and applied to force the network to synchronize. The idea consists in controlling just a fraction of network nodes by adding some local feedback injections to them, which is known as pinning control, firstly discussed in Grigoriev et al. [26] , in which pinning control of spatiotemporal chaos in coupled map lattices was presented. The problem then is not only determining the coupling strength, the control gain and the form of the control action to be added to the "pinned" nodes but also how many, and what type of nodes need to be selected in order to achieve the control objective with best performance.
Typically, the pinned nodes are controlled via a state feedback action with constant gains [27, 28] . The problem of determining the number and type of nodes to be pinned, also termed as pinning controllability, was discussed in [29] and [30] where sufficient conditions for the asymptotic evolution to a common known solution were also given. It is assumed that the feedback gains of the local controllers acting on the Proceedings of the 9th Brazilian Conference on Dynamics Control and their Applications Serra Negra, SP -ISSN 2178-3667 pinned nodes must be determined offline and often it is supposed that a single feedback gain, say q, acts on all the pinned nodes. The resulting network equation then becomeṡ
where N pin is the number of pinned nodes, q is the constant control gain and x s (t) the known synchronous solution to be achieved whose dynamic is also determined by the vector field f (·, t). The next issue is then to tune the control gain q (and the coupling gain σ) in order for x s (t) to become a locally (or globally) asymptotically stable solution for each oscillator in the network. As discussed in [29] and [30] , there is a delicate interdependence between σ and q that can be analyzed in a number of different ways.
To avoid the need for the off-line tuning of the control gain, an adaptive strategy is presented in [31, 32] and [33] where just a single node in the network is controlled via a state-feedback adaptive law. By choosing an appropriate adaptive law for the estimation of the unique control gain q = q(t) the network control problem is shown to be effectively solved given that an appropriate single coupling gain σ, estimated off-line or on-line, has been selected on the network links. In [34] , it is proposed a novel fully adaptive strategy for pinning control in which both the control gain q(t) and coupling strength σ ij (t) are independently and adaptively estimated on-line.
It would be interesting however, not only making the network synchronize onto a known solution x s but a known desired orbit. In this work we present two different manners of doing that. First, we present a chaos control hybrid pinning strategy in which a chaotic solution x s is controlled via chaos control approach [35] to be stabilized onto an unstable periodic orbit (or equilibrium point) while the whole network is synchronized onto the stabilized orbit via fully adaptive decentralized pinning strategy [34] . In a second approach, non-identical reference hybrid pinning, we vary a parameter of the vector field f (·, t) of the reference node in order to obtain a desired solution x s topologically different from the synchronized solution of the network in absence of control. We show that such by using the fully adaptive decentralized pinning strategy one can obtain a bounded synchronization of the network onto the desired solution x s .
PRELIMINARIES
We report here some definitions that will be used along the paper.
Fully Adaptive Decentralized Pinning Strategy
Let G = (N , E) be the graph representing the controlled network, where N is the set of nodes and E is the set of edges. Throughout the paper, we consider the case in which G is connected; particularly in section ?? we consider only undirected network.
We assume that the network consists of N identical nonlinear systems with linearly diffusive coupling. To synchronize such network onto some known solution x s , we propose to pin (control) a subset of the network nodes with an adaptive state-feedback law. Namely, the controlled network is described by:
where
is the state vector of the i th node of the network, f : R n × R + → R n is a smooth nonlinear vector field; δ i is given by (3); q i (t) is the control gain of node i; and e p i (t) = x i (t) − x s (t) is a n × 1 vector called pinning error. The n × 1 state vector x s (t; t 0 , x(0)) ∈ R n , with x(0) ∈ R n , is the reference solution, which is assumed to be such thatẋ s (t) = f (x s (t)) starting from initial conditions that lead to solutions of type equilibrium point, periodic orbit, or even chaotic orbits.
The local coupling strength σ ij (t) between linked nodes is given by a time varying scalar function adaptively estimated according to the edge-based strategy [36] , given by:
where e c ij (t) = x i (t)−x j (t) is a n×1 vector called coupling error. The scalar function ϕ : R n → R is a generic function of this error.
We consider two possible choices for the scalar function ϕ. Namely, we assume ϕ belonging to one of the following classes:
• Class 1:
with α > 0.
• Class 2: ϕ is a class k function 1 of the pinning error norm, bounded by a constant d.
The pinning control gains adaptation law is given by:
where i = 1, 2, . . . , N pin , and ϑ is a function belonging to one of the two classes described above for ϕ. The adaptive edge-based coupling strategy guarantees synchronization of the network [36, 38] , however, it is the pinning control action that guarantees the network synchronizes onto the known reference trajectory x s (t) [34] .
Chaos Control via Simple Limiters
In the last decade, an occasional feedback control technique was introduced by Mayneni et al. [39] . This technique uses a fixed amplitude control pulse (perturbation) with duration dependent on the transit time of the system trajectory through a specified control volume in space space. The effect is keeping the trajectory into a "allowed" region in space constrained by the control volume.
The control volume in space state and the control perturbation might be simplified by implementing a single passive device reducing the controller to simply a limiter, which turns on when the system state exceeds a threshold and directly pulls the system back bellow threshold. In terms of control window, the limiter forms a wall in state space at the threshold level. By adjusting the threshold level, different periodic orbits are stabilized, that also include UPOs of the uncontrolled system. This new approach is termed Control by Simple Limiters [40] which implementation is claimed by the authors very simple in related to others more traditional chaos control methods [35, 39] . The general procedure can be summarized as follows: an external load is added to the system, which limits the phase-space explored. As a result, states in forbidden (undesirable) areas are eliminated. The modified system tends to replace previous chaotic orbit by a new periodic orbit; and it can be correctly tuned in such a way that the controlled orbit can run closely to the desired orbit.
The limiters approach can be applied to the Chua's circuit by adding an extra load parallel to the capacitor, say C 1 , so oscitation may be state space limited. The extra load is composed by a diode D lim , a resistor R D , and a controlled voltage source (or battery) V lim . The modified circuit is shown in Fig. 1 . The effect of the extra load is that when the voltage over C 1 exceeds a certain value (depending on diode forward voltage drop), the diode D lim starts to conduct draining energy from C 1 . The voltage difference (v C1 −V lim ), considering an ideal diode, will determine if the diode D lim conducts or not; hence by regulating V lim one can regulate the transient time, i.e., the time the control remains active, and so doing, control system trajectory onto UPOs of different periods. 
CHAOS CONTROL HYBRID PINNING
In theory one can synchronize the network (1) onto any desired solution x s of f (x i (t), t), even the unstable ones. However, due to noise and finite precision effect the synchronization is not stable because reference node is not able to keep it trajectory on the unstable orbit without any control action. To overcome this problem, we propose the use of chaos control [35, 40] to keep the reference solution x s onto a desired unstable periodic orbit embedded in the chaotic attractor of the reference system, while the fully adaptive decentralized pinning control acts on the network guaranteeing the network synchronizes onto the desired reference trajectory x s (t).
In order to control the reference trajectory x s (t) onto the desired unstable we make use of the "simple limiter" chaos control approach presented in [40] , and introduced in section 2.2 of this paper. The network synchronization is controlled via fully adaptive decentralized pinning control approach introduced in section 2.1 of this paper. The effectiveness of the final chaos control hybrid pinning approach is shown in section 5 in which we give an example of a network of 300 Chua's oscillators being synchronized onto an unstable period-2 orbit.
NON-IDENTICAL REFERENCE HYBRID PIN-NING
Another possibility of synchronizing a network onto an attractive orbit that is not a natural solution of network nodes dynamic would be choosing a reference node with a vector field slightly different from the vector field of the network nodes, say for a network node with vector field f (x, t) = Gx + h(x, t), reference vector field could be f ref (x, t) = Gx + K * h(x, t), for some real constant K. The problem of doing this is that pinning error e p i doesn't goes to zero, and the estimated value of the control gain q i diverges.
In order to avoid q i to diverge, we can establish a saturation threshold on q i by multiplying the adaptation law (7) by a function π(e p i ) defined as follows:
It can be proven the final adaptation law using (8) guarantees a bounded control gain q i for a bounded error e p i ≤ as expected.
The effectiveness of the final non-identical reference hybrid pinning approach is shown in section 5 in which we give an example of a network of 300 Chua's oscillators being synchronized onto an unstable period-1 orbit.
SIMULATIONS
In this section we show the effectiveness of the final chaos control hybrid pinning and non-identical reference hybrid pinning approach by an example of a network of 300 Chua's oscillators being synchronized onto an unstable period-1 orbit.
Consider a network of 300 identical Chua's chaotic circuits [43] [44] [45] structured on a scale-free like topology conProceedings of the 9th Brazilian Conference on Dynamics Control and their Applications Serra Negra, SP -ISSN 2178-3667 structed using the BA model presented in [46] . Specifically, we consider a controlled network of the form (4) consisting of 300 identical Chua's chaotic systems defined as follows: Initial conditions on network nodes and reference node are randomly selected from a normal distribution with mean 4 and standard deviation 1. The total number of pinned nodes, N pin is set to 1; and the pinned node is chosen by random. The limiter resistor R lim is set to 2.9KΩ, while V lim is used as the control parameter.
Simulation Chaos Control Hybrid Pinning
It has been shown in [34] that by applying the fully adaptive decentralized strategy, the network (4) synchronizes onto the chaotic orbit x s of the reference node. Here however, we apply chaos control to the reference node in order to stabilize an unstable periodic orbit embedded in the chaotic attractor. We use the Control by Simple Limiter approach [40] that has already been shown to be effective for controlling chaos in the Chua's circuit. Figure 2 shows the synchronous state of the network obtained by setting V lim = 10.2V . Observe the synchronous state stabilizes close to a period-2 unstable solutions. To see that clearly Figure 3 shows a 2-D projection of the period-2 orbit superposed to a 2-D projection of the chaotic orbit that takes place in the absence of the limiter controller. The fact that the period-2 orbit perfectly superposes the chaotic orbit indicates that the period-2 orbit actually is a unstable periodic orbit embedded in the chaotic attractor. Another strong indicative is the fact the the maximum peak-topeak value of the control current i lim is approximately 0.1% of the current I 1 peak-to-peak value, where I 1 is the current through the Chua's inductor L 1 ; moreover, i lim is not continuous, been zero for long periods of time. All that means the control action is has a low energy cost and do not change systems intrinsic dynamic. Figure 7 shows the time evolution of limiter current i lim . 
Simulation Non-identical Reference Hybrid Pinning
In this section we show the simulations for the nonidentical reference hybrid pinning control. Remember in this approach we choose a reference node with a vector field slightly different from the vector field of the network nodes; for a network node with vector field f (x, t) = Gx + h(x, t), reference vector field could be f ref (x, t) = Gx+K * h(x, t), for some real constant K. In the simulations we set K = 1.2. Figure 8 shows the evolution of the pinning error e p i of each state variable of each node of the network when nonidentical reference hybrid pinning control is applied. Apparently error converges to zero but by magnifying the error signal one can observe the error signal oscillates over zero but not converge to zero, see Figure When non-identical reference hybrid pinning control is applied, we guarantee the control gain q 1 converges to a bounded value as shown in Figure 10 . Figure 11 shows the evolution of each coupling strength σ ij of the network edges (links) when non-identical reference hybrid pinning control is applied, as expected, all σ ij converge to a constant value. Figure 12 shows the evolution of the states of each node x i of the network when non-identical reference hybrid pinning is applied -observe that apart from a steady bounded error, the network nodes are capable of following the reference orbit x s very closely (the black curve in the figure).
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CONCLUSIONS
In this work we present two different manners of synchronizing a complex network onto a known desired solution x s . First, we present a chaos control hybrid pinning strategy in which we combine pinning synchronization control, particularly fully adaptive decentralized pinning synchronization control, to a chaos control technique in order to synchronize a complex network not only to an equilibrium point, stable periodic orbit or chaotic orbit, but also to any unstable periodic orbit embedded in the chaotic attractor. Simulations show the effectiveness of the proposed method. We have not presented here for the sake of brevity, but the approach was effective also for different network topologies and higher number of network nodes.
In a second approach, non-identical reference hybrid pinning, we vary a parameter of the vector field f (·, t) of the reference node in order to obtain a desired solution x s topologically different from the synchronized solution of the network in absence of control. We show that by using a modified fully adaptive decentralized pinning strategy, in which a control gain threshold in defined, one can obtain a bounded synchronization of the network onto the desired solution x s . Simulations show the effectiveness of the proposed method, however, we just want to remember here the error depends on network node dynamic and can not be as close to zero as we want, we can just guarantee its boundedness. 
